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1. Introduction

In recent years endoscopic diagnosis has evolved to include new endoscopic techniques that enhance visualization of gastrointestinal mucosa. This has improved diagnostic accuracy, as well as patient surveillance and management. Magnifying endoscopy is an endoscopic imaging technique that enhances visualisation of fine mucosal structures and capillary patterns. Studies utilizing magnification in conjunction with chromoendoscopy in the identification of intestinal metaplasia, dysplasia, early carcinoma in the upper gastrointestinal tract, as well as different patterns in colonic polyps, have elucidated its usefulness. The interpretation of the images and patterns seen with these new endoscopic methods, or inter-observer agreement, remains a challenge in clinical practice. Magnifying endoscopy is useful in predicting the histological diagnosis during the endoscopic examination itself, but requires a careful, time consuming, inspection of the mucosa. In this chapter we discuss different patterns observed by magnifying chromoendoscopy as well as the current challenges in performing the endoscopic procedures and in interpretation of images.

2. Technique of magnifying endoscopy and chromoendoscopy

2.1 Equipment

Standard endoscopic findings have a poor correlation with histopathologic diagnosis. Because of the patchy distribution of lesions within the mucosa, the sensitivity of random biopsies technique is low. New endoscopic methods have been developed to improve diagnostic sensitivity by enhancing the detection of suspicious lesions, followed by targeted biopsies. High resolution endoscopes provide better quality visualization. Magnifying endoscopes enlarge the image by using a movable lens, allowing for improved imaging of fine mucosal structures and microvascular architecture. Magnifying gastroscopes have an adjustable focus system that provides the capacity to obtain conventional images as well as close-up views. A transparent cap is affixed to the tip of the endoscope in order to maintain a distance of 2-3 mm between mucosa under examination and the endoscope. This helps to retain a focused image and permits a proper analysis of mucosal details by the endoscopist.
2.2 Chromoendoscopy
We use magnifying endoscopy in conjunction with chromoscopy in order to improve visualization of mucosal details. Acetic acid is weak acid with a pH of 2.5 that produces reversible intracellular cytoplasmic protein denaturation. The chemical response of the mucosa to acetic acid creates an observed whitening over time. The application of acetic acid highlights the surface of the mucosa and highlights subtle mucosal patterns. Methylene blue is a vital stain that is taken up by absorbent tissues such as the small intestinal epithelium. We used it for improved detection of intestinal metaplasia in the esophagogastric junction or in the gastric mucosa. The amount of dye that we use is 5 to 10 ml for the examination of esophageal mucosa and 10 to 20 ml in the gastric mucosa. An application of a limited amount of dye and repeated suctioning are necessary in order to avoid aspiration during the procedure.

2.3 Method
We perform conventional endoscopy, followed by magnification chromoendoscopy to identify different patterns corresponding to normal or modified mucosa and to establish the practical usefulness of these methods. Informed consent is obtained from all patients before performing all endoscopic examinations. All magnification endoscopy procedures are performed using an Olympus GIF-Q 160Z high-magnification endoscope which provides up to 115 times magnification. A transparent cap is attached to the endoscopic tip in order to maintain good focus. Initially, we examine the esophagus, stomach and duodenum by conventional endoscopy to identify visible changes of the mucosa. After that, the dye is spread onto the surface of the mucosa and we switch to the magnification function of the endoscope to examine modified areas and surrounding normal mucosa. We use a spray catheter inserted through the biopsy channel of the scope to spread the dye on the mucosa. We rotate the scope during the dye application for uniform coverage of the mucosa. Excess dye and water is removed by suction before starting the magnification. Previous white light endoscopic examination allows proper identification of some lesions and may help to narrow the area necessary to be surveyed in a focused, magnified endoscopic examination. Later, targeted biopsies from areas with modified patterns are obtained for correlation with histopathological findings. It is important to examine the entire mucosa before taking biopsies, as the presence of post-biopsy bleeding can interfere with obtaining subsequent magnified image. We take endoscopic photographs with relevant conventional and magnified views. Registered images are evaluated by three endoscopists. Previous published reports on normal magnified mucosa and modified mucosa with associated patterns are used for proper evaluation. The diagnosis of lesions is established by magnifying chromoendoscopy from the viewpoint of the fine mucosal pattern (so called, pit pattern) and the minute vessels. We study the correlation between mucosal patterns and the histological conditions. We classify the magnifying endoscopic pattern as follows: normal patterns and abnormal (modified) patterns. Corresponding biopsies are analyzed in Department of Pathology.

2.4 Patient selection
We perform magnifying endoscopy in patients with suspected esophageal or gastric lesions. As a first step, we perform conventional upper endoscopies. We identify patients with modified esophagogastric junction mucosa, atrophic gastritis, gastric polyps or other gastric lesions: erosions, nodular appearance of the mucosa, ulcer scars, superficial elevated lesions or flat lesions. Patients with advanced cancer, malignant lymphoma are excluded.
2.5 Challenges
An analysis of fine mucosal details and vasculature requires patient cooperation. This can be achieved by adequately sedation during the procedure. Occasionally, patient agitation creates esophageal and gastric motion and it is difficult to maintain a focused image. This can result in both prolongation of the procedure and an inadequate endoscopic survey. Additionally, dye application and careful examination of mucosal and vascular details increase the time necessary for the entire procedure. We have found that an experienced anesthesiologist can reliably ensure adequate sedation utilizing Propofol during the endoscopic examination. Mucus or secretions, as well as gastric and esophageal peristalsis, may interfere with obtaining good, relevant images.

3. Clinical applications
3.1 The esophagus
We select patients with presumed Barrett’s esophagus on conventional endoscopy and modified esophagogastric junction for dye application and magnification. We examine the distal esophagus and esophagogastric junction with magnification. We first identify intra-epithelial papillary capillary loop (IPCL) in the squamous epithelium (Fig.1).

Fig. 1. Magnified view of intra-epithelial papillary capillary loop (IPCL)

3.1.1 Barrett’s esophagus (BE)
Barrett’s esophagus is characterized by the replacement of the squamous epithelium of the esophagus by columnar epithelium. According to international guidelines, only patients with specialized columnar epithelium, that means intestinal metaplasia, are advised to undergo periodic endoscopic surveillance for the detection of dysplasia or early carcinoma (American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy [ASGE], 2006). In clinical practice, 4-quadrant random biopsies are taken every 1 and 2 cm from the columnar-lined esophagus for the detection of early premalignant and malignant lesions. Previous reports emphasized the risk for the patients with cardiac-type mucosa in the columnar-line esophagus for development of esophageal adenocarcinoma (Sampliner, 2002). Riddell & Odze showed that patients with esophageal columnar metaplasia, without goblet cells, are also at risk for the development of carcinoma. These patients should be also included in surveillance programs.
and guidelines for the diagnosis of BE should be revisited (Riddell & Odze, 2009). Kerkhof et al. demonstrated that the length of columnar-lined esophagus is one of the most important predictors for the presence of intestinal metaplasia, in addition to male gender and hiatal hernia size (Kerkhof et al., 2007). Thus, increasing the length of columnar metaplasia raises the chance of detecting goblet cells in biopsies. The detection of goblet cells in BE decreases in the case of short-segment BE (Jones et al., 2002). We perform magnified examinations in patients with long-segment BE (Fig. 2), which is easily suspected based on conventional endoscopic appearance. The real challenge, however, is to diagnose columnar metaplasia that measures less than 1 cm in length. The endoscopic appearance of ultrashort BE is impossible to differentiate from an irregular Z-line with conventional endoscopy. Areas with intestinal metaplasia and dysplasia are difficult to detect with conventional endoscopy and a random biopsy technique is used in clinical practice. Mucosal changes, especially in the situation of short BE or ultrashort BE, are sometimes not easily identified. Sampling errors create the major limitations in the diagnosis accuracy.

Fig. 2. Long-segment Barrett’s esophagus: methylene blue selectively stains specialized columnar epithelium

Magnification chromoendoscopy has been shown to improve the detection of Barrett’s esophagus. Several classification systems for the mucosal patterns have been proposed. Endo et al. identified 5 different patterns by using methylene blue magnification chromoendoscopy for the detection of BE: small/round pattern, straight, long oval, tubular and villous pattern. Round and straight pattern corresponded to gastric epithelium, whereas area showing tubular and villous pattern contained intestinal-type epithelium (Endo et al., 2002). Guelrud et al. used magnifying endoscopy in conjunction with chromoendoscopy with acetic acid to detect characteristic patterns in the esophagogastric junction, including intestinal metaplasia. They named this technique enhanced-magnification endoscopy. The result was the detection of four different patterns in the distal esophagus: round, reticular, villous and ridged. Areas showing villous or ridged pattern corresponded with the detection of intestinal metaplasia (Guelrud et al., 2001). Hoffman et al. demonstrated the usefulness of magnifying endoscopy with acetic acid in the detection of BE, with fewer biopsies needed for diagnosis compared with a random biopsy technique (Hoffman et al., 2006). We perform magnifying endoscopy with methylene
blue application to identify different patterns in the esophagogastric junction. For the detection of BE, we first identify the proximal margin of gastric folds on conventional endoscopy. On magnified examination, we search for the identification of the transition from circular pattern corresponding with cardiac mucosa, to a modified pattern: villous or tubular pattern corresponding to intestinal metaplasia. The application of methylene blue allows a good demarcation of modified areas, including the small islands of columnar metaplasia, almost invisible on white light examination. The goal of the examination is the detection of modified patterns, that correspond with metaplastic and dysplastic mucosa. We identify different types of mucosal patterns: round pattern, circular pattern and oval pattern, tubular pattern and villous pattern. The presence of circular and oval patterns is associated with cardiac-type mucosa (Fig.3). Round pattern corresponds to fundic epithelium (Fig.4). Tubular and villous patterns exhibit intestinal metaplasia by histologic evaluation (Fig.5, Fig.6, Fig.7).

Fig. 3. Circular or oval pits corresponding to cardiac-type mucosa

Fig. 4. Round pits regular in shape and arrangement corresponding to fundic mucosa
Fig. 5. Tubular pattern corresponding to intestinal metaplasia in a long-segment BE

Fig. 6. Tubular pattern corresponding to intestinal metaplasia in a short-segment BE

Fig. 7. Villous pattern corresponding to intestinal metaplasia in a short-segment BE
We use enhanced magnifying endoscopy for the diagnosis of short-segment BE. We observe a whitish discoloration of epithelium, followed by a clear differentiation between columnar and squamous epithelium two minutes after acetic acid application: the squamous epithelium remains white, while columnar epithelium becomes reddish (Fig.8). We identify small islands of columnar mucosa at the esophagogastric junction after dye application. A focused magnification on these areas allows the identification of different patterns and targeted biopsies (Fig.9).

Fig. 8. The acetowhitenoning reaction in a case of short-segment BE: columnar epithelium becomes reddish and swollen

Fig. 9. Small islands of columnar epithelium are clearly detected; the villous pattern corresponds to intestinal metaplasia
This method has limitations because it requires additional time, experience in performance, as well as experience in the interpretation of different mucosal patterns. Dye may not uniformly spread on the mucosa (Fig. 10). We identify areas with irregular patterns, corresponding to dysplastic BE. These areas are appropriate for targeted biopsies and subsequent surveillance (Fig. 11).

Fig. 10. Heterogenous stained areas in patient with dysplasia

Fig. 11. Distorsion of the cerebriform pattern in a patient with long-segment BE; the detection of an irregular/distorted pattern is followed by focused biopsies for the diagnosis of dysplasia

Some studies show that magnifying endoscopy improves the detection of neoplasia in BE. An irregular mucosal pattern, an irregular vascular pattern and the presence of abnormal blood vessels are findings reported to be predictors for high-grade dysplasia (HGD) or early neoplasia in BE. Sharma et al. reported the detection of an irregular/distorted pattern in
patients with BE which corresponded to HGD on biopsy specimens. They did not identify a specific pattern corresponding to low-grade dysplasia (LGD) in these patients (Sharma et al., 2003). Vascular patterns are better identified with narrow band imaging (NBI) than with chromoendoscopy, because the blood vessels may be masked by the use of stains. The observation of capillary patterns by NBI improves the diagnostic value for detecting specialized intestinal epithelium and superficial Barrett’s adenocarcinoma (Goda et al., 2007).

3.2 The stomach
In the stomach, we analyze two different anatomical findings by magnification: the mucosal structure and the microvascular architecture. Small round pits of uniform shape are identified in normal gastric body mucosa. The capillary loops surround the necks of gastric pits and have a honeycomb-like appearance under magnification. The collecting venules, which drain from the mucosal surface towards the submucosa, have a starfish-like appearance. The normal magnified view of gastric mucosa was previously described and the evaluation of normal patterns is useful for the detection of any inflammatory or malignant changes of the mucosa (Kato et al., 2005). When we identify a mucosal lesion by conventional endoscopy we magnify suspicious areas, as well as normal appearing surrounding mucosa. In selected cases, we use dyes such as methylene blue or acetic acid for better visualization of fine mucosal structure and a clearer demarcation between normal and pathologic mucosa.

3.2.1 Normal gastric mucosa
Magnified endoscopic findings of normal gastric mucosa are different in the gastric body and antral areas. A honeycomb-like appearance of subepithelial capillary network (SECN) and collecting venules (CV) are specific findings of the microvascular architecture in the gastric body (Fig.12). The microvascular architecture of the gastric body mucosa was first described in vivo by Yagi. (Yagi, 2001). Gastric antrum demonstrates a different pattern, without the detection of CVs, due to their location in a deeper part of the lamina propria than in the gastric body. The microvascular architecture of the antral mucosa shows a coil-shaped SECN (Fig.13).

Fig. 12. Normal gastric body: regular round pits, honeycomb-like SECN and regular arrangement of CVs
The first description in vivo of the characteristic pattern of the gastric antrum was by Yao. (Yao & Oishi, 2001). We observe these specific patterns of gastric mucosa free from pathological changes in order to be able to distinguish them from abnormal situations associated with modified mucosa due to inflammation, atrophy or neoplasia.

3.2.2 Chronic gastritis

Different findings on magnifying endoscopy are reported to be associated with modified gastric mucosa as a result of inflammation or atrophy. The proper evaluation of mucosal changes is an important step in detection of premalignant lesions and subsequent surveillance for some of these patients. Four different patterns are described in association with normal mucosa, Helicobacter pylori (HP)-infected stomach and gastric atrophy: type 1 shows regular round pits, honeycomb-like SECN with regular arrangement of CVs; type 2 shows regular round pits and honeycomb-like SECN, with the loss of CVs; type 3 shows enlarged white pits surrounded by erythema, with the loss of normal SECN and CVs; type 4 shows the loss of round pits and SECN, with an irregular arrangement of CVs (Anagnostopoulos et al., 2007). The authors reported the correspondence between type 1 and normal gastric mucosa, type 2 or 3 and HP-infected gastric mucosa. Type 4 pattern corresponds to mucosal atrophy. The visibility of collecting venules is affected by HP-induced inflammation and atrophy. We identify a magnified appearance of large white pits with surrounding erythema in cases of HP-induced gastritis. Collecting venules are not visible (Fig.14). Several studies report the use of magnification endoscopy for the evaluation of mucosal patterns of the gastric body after successful eradication of HP. Yagi K et al. described the characteristic features of the gastric mucosa in this situation: (i) disappearance of swelling and/or erythema between gastric pits; (ii) white pits change to pinhole-like pits; and (iii) collecting venules became visible (Yagi et al., 2002). Using magnifying technique, we are able to identify HP-infected mucosa during the endoscopic procedure and are also able to evaluate the efficiency of the eradication therapy.
In case of atrophic gastritis, we notice an irregular arrangement of collecting venules with the disappearance of normal SECN pattern (Fig.15). Magnifying endoscopic observation is helpful for the identification of patients with extensive atrophy. These patients are selected for dye application and targeted inspection, followed by biopsying suspicious areas for the detection of intestinal metaplasia or gastric dysplasia (Fig.16, Fig.17).

Fig. 15. Atrophic gastritis: the disappearance of normal SECN and round pits, irregular arrangement of CVs
3.2.3 Premalignant lesions: Intestinal metaplasia, low-grade dysplasia (LGD)

It is well known that the prognosis of patients with gastric cancer depends on the stage at diagnosis. As a multistep process in gastric carcinogenesis has been defined, early detection and vigilant surveillance of these histopathologic lesions are mandatory:

Fig. 16. Area with modified pattern corresponding to intestinal metaplasia

Fig. 17. Islands of intestinal metaplasia in the area of atrophic gastritis identified after methylene blue application
atrophic gastritis, intestinal metaplasia and dysplasia. The methods for detection and surveillance are different in different parts of the world and an ideal technique, biopsy protocol, and optimum time interval between endoscopic procedures, have not yet been defined. Some authors emphasize the benefits of annual surveillance of patients with atrophic gastritis or intestinal metaplasia in detecting cancer at an early stage, with improvement in survival (Whiting et al., 2002). The diagnosis of premalignant lesions and the performance of surveillance depend upon random biopsy technique. The updated Sydney System recommended taking two antral biopsies, two corporal biopsies and one biopsy from the incisura angularis (Dixon et al., 1996). This prescribes a considerable effort in order to evaluate the risk of the patient for the development of gastric cancer. Magnification chromoendoscopy may optimize the evaluation of premalignant gastric lesions (Areia et al., 2008). Topographic mapping for the detection of extensive intestinal metaplasia or more advanced lesions such as dysplasia or carcinoma should be considered when evaluating the patient's risk (Correa et al., 2010). As previously discussed, not all patients are suitable for the magnifying examination of the entire gastric mucosa. A full magnified survey of the normal appearing mucosa can be a technical challenge and lengthens the procedure. A focus on areas of modified mucosa, followed by targeted magnifying examination of suspicious areas, could improve the detection of early pre-neoplastic and neoplastic lesions. We have tried to identify the specific endoscopic patterns associated with intestinal metaplasia and dysplasia on histopathological evaluation. We apply a mucolytic agent (10% N-acetylcisteine) onto the mucosa. After that, a solution of methylene blue 1% is sprayed over the mucosa. Three minutes later, we wash the mucosa with water and remove the excess methylene blue and water. Using this technique, we obtain areas of mucosa with blue homogeneous staining and magnify these particularly areas as well as the surrounding mucosa (Fig. 18). Blue stained areas are islands of intestinal metaplasia in contrast to surrounding nonabsorptive gastric epithelium.

Fig. 18. Blue stained areas detected after methylene blue application
Fig. 19. Focused magnification on homogenous stained areas

Keeping in mind that dysplasia and carcinoma may develop in areas of intestinal metaplasia, we perform focused magnification in these areas (Fig.19). We identify specific pit patterns in stained areas: round and tubular pits, blue small pits (Fig.20, Fig.21). Targeted biopsies are taken from these areas and histopathological evaluation confirm the presence of intestinal metaplasia.

Fig. 20. Blue small pits in areas with intestinal metaplasia
Fig. 21. Tubular pits in areas with intestinal metaplasia

In some cases we obtain a heterogeneous staining mucosa with an unclear pattern (Fig. 22, Fig. 23). It is difficult to achieve reliable inter-observer agreement in these cases where different patterns are not clearly identified. Uneven spreading of the dye across the mucosa often causes these unclassified findings and affects the diagnosis accuracy. Targeted biopsies are mandatory to clarify the diagnosis because the detection of irregular patterns is highly suspicious for the diagnosis of dysplasia.

Fig. 22. Heterogenous stained area obtained after methylene blue application
Mucosal patterns corresponding to intestinal metaplasia and dysplasia were previously defined by Dinis-Ribeiro et al. The authors identified three groups of endoscopic patterns after methylene blue staining, as follows: Group I (nonmetaplastic, nondysplastic mucosa), Group II (metaplastic mucosa) and Group III (dysplastic mucosa) (Dinis-Ribeiro et al., 2003).

We are sometimes faced with the clinical situation of a patient with previously detected LGD on random biopsies where subsequent follow-up endoscopies with biopsies failed to detect any dysplasia. A surveillance strategy based on magnifying endoscopy with targeted biopsies should offer a better assurance for these patients, compared to a conventional examination with random biopsies (Fig.24). This is particularly true since the main concern in cases of the random diagnosis of LGD is the failure of the detection of a synchronous lesion such as HGD or even carcinoma.

International guidelines recommend the surveillance of patients with LGD and the treatment (surgical or endoscopic) for patients with HGD (ASGE, 2006). Surveillance of patients with LGD is challenging given the large surface area that must to be evaluated, the difficulty of reliably re-locating suspicious mucosal sites seen on prior endoscopies, as well as inter-observer variability. We recommended surveillance based on magnifying examination of gastric mucosa and focused biopsies in our patients with LGD. The management and surveillance of patients with premalignant lesions remain controversial in different part of the world. In the United States the surveillance of patients with gastric intestinal metaplasia is not recommended (ASGE, 2006). On the other hand, studies from the United Kingdom show the benefit of performing surveillance in patients with premalignant lesions for the early detection of gastric cancer (Whiting et al., 2002). Magnifying chromoendoscopy provides the ability to evaluate the extension of gastric atrophy and intestinal metaplasia. This may yet prove to be a reliable way to follow the evolving risk to the patient. Specific recommendations should be considered for each individual patient,
Based upon the detection of dysplasia and the extent and severity of premalignant lesions (atrophic gastritis and intestinal metaplasia).

**3.2.4 High-grade dysplasia (HGD) and early gastric cancer (EGC)**
Several reports describe the magnification findings of early gastric cancer (Fig. 25). Since endoscopic treatment for gastric cancer was developed, the proper evaluation of the lesion,
with regards to invasion, lateral spreading, and histopathological features, has become even more essential. Otsuka et al. classified the characteristic patterns of EGC as follows: (i) a small regular pattern of sulci and ridges; (ii) an irregular pattern of sulci and ridges; and (iii) a lack of visible structure. The presence of irregular minute vessels and the variation in the caliber of vessels are specific vascular patterns in EGC. The fine observation provides information about histological characteristics of the detected lesions. Small regular patterns were observed more frequently in differentiated adenocarcinoma; lack of visible structure and irregular patterns were characteristic to undifferentiated adenocarcinoma (Otsuka et al., 2004). In differentiated carcinoma, the regular SECN pattern disappeared and irregular microvessels proliferated within the cancerous mucosa. It was a clear demarcation line between the cancerous and non-cancerous mucosa. The detection of an irregular shape and distribution of microvessels makes the difference between early cancer and focal gastritis (Fig. 26). Irregular microvessels are tumorous vessels. The demarcation line between cancer and normal mucosa allowed the evaluation of the margin of the carcinoma before endoscopic resection. In case of undifferentiated carcinoma, magnification endoscopic findings show the loss of the regular SECN pattern. According to Yao et al., the analysis of vascular architecture by magnifying endoscopy could be a new diagnostic system for the early detection of gastric cancer. Characteristic microvascular patterns were identified for different histopathological type of carcinoma (Yao et al., 2004).

Fig. 26. Irregular shape and arrangement of microvessels (EGC)

The distinction between a flat reddened lesion due to inflammation (chronic gastritis) or EGC of superficial flat type is sometimes impossible by conventional endoscopy. The examination of fine mucosal structure and microvascular architecture by magnification allows the detection of irregular microvessels and the loss of the regular SECN pattern in case of HGD (Fig. 27). We have encountered situations where the differentiation between modified mucosa due to inflammation or malignant transformation has been difficult. In one such case, under magnification, we detected the loss of regular SECN pattern, but no irregular microvessels. The histopathological evaluation subsequently demonstrated chronic gastritis with intestinal metaplasia (Fig. 28).
Fig. 27. Area with abnormal microvessels and variation of vessel caliber (HGD)

Fig. 28. Disappearance of the regular SECN pattern, without the detection of abnormal microvessels (chronic gastritis with intestinal metaplasia)

To summarize, some lesions are difficult to recognize as cancerous or non-cancerous based upon conventional or magnified examination. The detection of a modified pattern requires targeted biopsies in order to clarify the diagnosis. Gastric mucosa can be modified in various situations such as inflammation, atrophy, dysplasia or cancer. We must keep in mind that all of these alter the endoscopic appearance of the mucosa on magnification. That is why the interpretation of different patterns can be so difficult. We found that an examination of the mucosal and vascular architecture improves our accuracy in the endoscopic detection of gastric neoplasia.
3.2.5 Gastric polyps
Proper diagnosis and management of patients with gastric polyps involves a histopathologic evaluation of the polyp and also of the surrounding mucosa (Carmack et al., 2009). That entails many biopsy samples, both from the lesion and from unaffected mucosa. Magnified endoscopic findings corresponding to gastric polyps are described by Tajiri et al. Hyperplastic polyps show a reddish, coarse pattern on magnifying endoscopy. Gastric adenomas show a white, minute, regular mucosal pattern (Tajiri et al., 2002). We identify specific patterns corresponding to gastric polyps (Fig.29, Fig.30). The true extension of premalignant lesions such as atrophic gastritis and intestinal metaplasia are identified after methylene blue or acetic acid application.

Fig. 29. Minute, regular pattern in gastric adenoma

Fig. 30. Reddish, coarse pattern in hyperplastic polyps
In the case of a patient with multiple polypoid lesions in the body of the stomach, magnified examination allowed the identification of a specific, modified pattern (Fig. 31). The histopathological evaluation established the diagnosis: gastric carcinoids. We detected characteristic pattern corresponding to gastric atrophy by magnifying the surrounding mucosa (Fig.32).

Fig. 31. Irregular pattern in gastric carcinoid

Fig. 32. Irregular arrangement of the CVs in the surrounding mucosa (atrophic gastritis)

In conclusion, the evaluation of the mucosa that surrounds gastric polyps is recommended when consider management recommendations. We identify characteristic endoscopic features that serve as useful tools for improving the diagnostic accuracy and ease of surveillance in these patients.
3.3 Normal duodenal mucosa and celiac disease
Magnification endoscopy allows the identification of details of the villous structure of the normal duodenal mucosa (Fig.33, Fig.34).

Fig. 33. Normal duodenal mucosa on magnifying endoscopy

Fig. 34. Magnified view of villi after methylene blue application

Scalloping and reduced number of duodenal folds, mosaic appearance and mucosal grooves are all characteristic conventional endoscopic features of the duodenal mucosa in patients with celiac disease (Fig.35). Because of the patchy distribution of the disease, in some situations targeted biopsies increase diagnostic accuracy. The detection of villous atrophy
was improved by the use of magnification endoscopy (Cammarota et al., 2004). Enhanced
magnification endoscopy revealed 4 mucosal patterns: I, normal; II, stubbed; III, ridged and
IV, foveolar. Patterns II, III and IV corresponded to villous atrophy. This method was
superior to standard endoscopy in detecting patchy areas of partial mucosal atrophy (Lo et
al., 2007). By using magnifying endoscopy, we identify areas with short duodenal villi and
we take biopsies samples from these areas (Fig.36, Fig.37). Histopathological evaluation
confirms the presence of villous atrophy in these areas. This can be a method to avoid
random biopsies and delays in diagnosis in patients with malabsorption syndrome.

Fig. 35. Cobblestoning appearance becomes more visible after methylene blue application
(celiac disease)

Fig. 36. Patchy atrophy with stunted villi (celiac disease)
4. Challenges and future directions

Magnification chromoendoscopy is a valuable useful tool for the detection and surveillance of inflammatory and neoplastic lesions of the upper gastrointestinal tract. Authors have described major challenges in the use of magnification chromoendoscopy. There are few endoscopists specifically trained in these techniques. There is a lack of standardization in methods and terminologies, as well as an absence of a unified classification of mucosal patterns (Canto, 2005; Sharma, 2005). The procedure requires additional time and the interpretation of different endoscopic images is quite challenging in some situations. Novel endoscopic techniques, with better visualization of mucosal changes, in the future may offer further answers to important questions regarding the risk of the patient and appropriate surveillance strategies. Magnifying endoscopy combined with NBI improve the diagnosis sensitivity of the early cancer by enhancing the visualization of microvascular network. The detection of irregular microvascular pattern and the evaluation of the extent of cancer might relate to optical biopsy (Kaise et al., 2007).

5. Conclusion

Different endoscopic techniques require time and attention from the endoscopist because of the variation in the interpretation of images. Not all patients are appropriate for a magnifying examination. The prior detection of suspicious endoscopic areas by conventional endoscopy, followed by focused magnification and targeted biopsies from areas exhibiting modified patterns, could improve diagnostic accuracy. Later examination of different patterns and images recorded on videotapes, as well as correlation with subsequent histopathological findings, are key steps in learning and interpreting mucosal
changes. The goals of endoscopic magnifying examination in conjunction with chromoscopy for esophageal evaluation are an improvement in detection, particularly the detection of short-segment BE and small islands of metaplastic mucosa, as well as the early detection of malignant transformation with the diagnosis of dysplasia and better surveillance of these patients by targeted biopsies. Risk stratification, based upon the detection of premalignant gastric lesions, could be of value in developing surveillance strategies. Although the method of magnifying endoscopy cannot replace histology-based decision for surveillance, it may help to decide whether follow-up endoscopies should be performed in patients with previously detected dysplasia or in patients with gastric atrophy and intestinal metaplasia, without dysplasia. We consider that intensive surveillance should be focused on patients with extensive gastric atrophy, intestinal metaplasia and in patients with dysplasia. Magnifying endoscopy allows the detection and the evaluation of extension of all of these lesions. Our work is mainly focused on the clinical application of the method in order to achieve standardized terminologies and criteria.
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7. References


As a result of progress, endoscopy has become more complex, using more sophisticated devices and has claimed a special form. In this moment, the gastroenterologist performing endoscopy has to be an expert in macroscopic view of the lesions in the gut, with good skills for using standard endoscopes, with good experience in ultrasound (for performing endoscopic ultrasound), with pathology experience for confocal examination. It is compulsory to get experience and to have patience and attention for the follow-up of thousands of images transmitted during capsule endoscopy or to have knowledge in physics necessary for autofluorescence imaging endoscopy. Therefore, the idea of an endoscopist has changed. Examinations mentioned need a special formation, a superior level of instruction, accessible to those who have already gained enough experience in basic diagnostic endoscopy. This is the reason for what these new issues of endoscopy are presented in this book of New techniques in Gastrointestinal Endoscopy.
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